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German-born, American-based artist Uta Barth (b.1958) is among the key recent figures who have brought
photography to the prominent position once occupied by painting. Her photographs of interior and exterior,
urban and natural environments capture fleeting moments as if glimpsed out of the corner of ones eye, where
we become aware of the beauty of everyday light, space, texture and luminous surfaces. Working in broad

series, each body of work explores different details of our surroundings, such as the corner of a room (Ground
#38, 1994), the headlights of a passing car (Field #3, 1995), bare trees seen through a window (white blind
[bright red], 2002). A kind of 'portrait photography, but with the sitter removed', Barth's work focuses not on
the subject of the photograph, but on the subtle play of light and shade on planes and surfaces: that is, the

phenomena of vision itself.

Summary Uta Barth is 62 years old today because Utas birthday is on. Germanborn Americanbased artist Uta
Barth b.1958 is among the key recent figures who have brought photography to the prominent position once

occupied by painting. Uta Barth is a contemporary photographer who lives and works in Los Angeles
California.

Uta Barth

Her series of Grounds begun in 1992 explored the mechanisms of composition and framing central to
photographic and painting traditions by eliminating the usual foreground subject and focusing instead on the
more abstracted background. 1994 Ground 44 No image available. In most photographs the subject and the
content are one and the same thing. She received her BA from the University of California Davis in 1982 and
an MFA from the University of California Los Angeles in 1985. Nationality German. Visualizza altre idee su

Fotografia Foto Cose belle. Uta Barth Uta Barth . Related Works. Uta Barth is a photographer whose
reductive and quiet images capture moments of observation of ordinary scenes. Uta Barth born 1958 is a
contemporary GermanAmerican photographer whose work addresses themes such as perception optical
illusion and nonplace. Available for sale from AndréhnSchiptjenko Uta Barth Untitled 5 2010 Black and

white photograph inkjet print editioned in 2010 from th . Read More About Art. Like a glance frozen in time
Barths photographs hold the viewers gaze on what would otherwise be fleeting. Account Lists Account

Returns Orders. Paul Getty Museum and curated by Lisa Lyons. Regarded for her empty images that border

https://myksigbokre.art/books1?q=Uta Barth


on painterly abstraction the artist carefully renders blurred backgrounds cropped frames and the natural
qualities of light to capture incidental and fleeting moments those which exist almost exclusively within our

periphery.
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